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Clay hates magic. When he spray-paints the message “Magic
sucks!” on his classroom wall, his parents decide that a proper
punishment would be to send him to a camp for troubled kids.
When Clay arrives at camp, he soon discovers there’s something
very odd about this place. He can communicate with a llama,
the camp bully Flint is playing weird tricks on him, and he sees
a ghost girl in the abandoned library. When Flint threatens to
sacrifice the ghost to the volcano to receive of its powers, Clay
ends up in a wild chase to stop him and finally discover the
mystery behind this camp.
Bosch weaves a story packed with action and mystery that keeps
readers hanging until the last page. The narrator tells the story
with a sarcastic, witty humor that will amuse older readers. When
the narrator’s identity is finally revealed at the end, it adds a new
perspective to the story that will leave readers wanting to read
the book again. Readers might be disappointed with a conclusion
that’s almost too far-fetched for even the fantasy genre, but if
they begin the story realizing that this book serves as a launch
into a series, they might be able to appreciate the conclusion.
The plot might not be as well crafted as Bosch’s Secret series,
but fans of that series will still enjoy the same humor and mystery
that made that series so successful.
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